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Editor's note
Spring is all about fresh beginnings. As we entered 
into a new term and kick started our 2022, it was a 

time for all of us to set goals and resolutions, 
shifting our outlook on life ahead of the year to 
come. What better time to reassess our values 

and to start anew with a different perspective. For 
this issue, the editorial team and I wanted to give 
everyone a chance to share their views on a range 

of diverse topics from Animal Rights or the 
Postcode Lottery to Harry Potter and Disney’s 

‘Encanto’. This issue is a celebration of artwork, 
articles and poetry all centred around the theme 
‘Perspective’ and how that may be interpreted by 

each of the students throughout the school.
 

I have thoroughly enjoyed reading through all the 
fantastic submissions for Issue 16. I got the 

wonderful opportunity to explore and discover the 
many different attitudes presented on a vast 

variety of topics, truly gaining a new ‘Perspective’.





WAYS TO HELP UKRAINE

https://www.unicef.org.
uk/donate/donate-now-to-protect-children-in-ukraine/?gclid=CjwKCAjwoduRBhA4EiwACL5RP5
7M32m5pKewnP8JyKbW8egRS1YhD0-xkgzjEfdv0oRWXST8H_cDtRoCumQQAvD_BwE

Understand!! Keep up to date with the situation, learn and research 
about what is going on and educate those that don't know.

Show up to events and rallies. Stand in solidarity. 

DONATE!! Below is a list of possible charities and ways you can send 
money and recources. 

https://razomforukraine.org

https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/ukraine-crisis-relief-fund/

https://crisisrelief.un.org/ukraine-crisis

https://wck.org/relief/activation-chefs-for-ukraine

Shop brands donating. Many brands including Etsy are selling items with 
proceeds going to relief in Ukraine!

https://www.etsy.
com/featured/support-sellers-in-ukraine-uk-eng?slug=support-sellers-in-ukraine-uk-eng&ref
=search_ukraine_collection
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By Milly Rejwan

Before COVID-19, inequalities already existed between different groups: gender, age, geography, 
employment, ethnicity, healthcare, and more. In the UK, women on average are paid a fifth less than men 
in hourly wages. White British families were the most likely to receive a State Pension (51%).

Source: Authors’ calculations using the Family Expenditure Survey 
and Family Resources Survey, various years

Income distribution has changed following 
the recovery from the Great Recession. 
Since this point, the distribution became 
slightly more equal. The Gini coefficient 
measures the inequality using a statistic 
ranging from 0-1, with 0 being completely 
equal income and 1 being all income 
received by one person. From this diagram, 
it is evident that income equality was very 
much visible before the pandemic. Between 
1980 and 1990, the distribution dramatically 
changed and became even more unequal.

Events that disturb the usual routine of the world affect the economy; especially considering how reliant 
people are on routine. One of the most impacted groups of people by the COVID-19 pandemic was 
workers. According to the ONS, 370,000 employees were made redundant during August, September, 
and October in 2020. This contagious virus meant that the population had to isolate indoors and so 
working from home was introduced along with this new restriction. This in actual fact was a positive for 
carers or part-time workers as it was easier to balance family life and work life, but there was also a risk 
of becoming too comfortable and being “left out of the career ladder” (Dr Brown). People with an annual 
household income of £50,000 or more are 40% more likely to be able to carry out basic digital tasks 
than those earning less than £17,499. Income inequality therefore also impacted work life as a lack of 
internet connection was a key concern to join meetings and connect with other employees. Working 
can be difficult and disruptive at home and so it is possible for employees to fall behind. Additionally, 
the access to online devices created an unfair productivity divide. Most jobs lost in the EU were for 
temporary workers which may be because full-time workers have more secure employment protection. 
After two years, employment rights mean that it is more difficult to make a worker redundant. Part-time 
workers would have to work for longer in order for this to take place. In April 2020, deep in the pandemic,
 the part-time pay gap was -2.9% which reflects that part-time workers tend to earn less than full-time 
workers. This also reflects on female employees as 38% work part-time compared to only 11% of male 
employees. As most job losses were part-time jobs which are predominantly taken by females, the 
gender pay gap was also negatively affected by the pandemic.

According to the Office for National Statistics, data shows that people who live in the most deprived 
areas of England and Wales are around twice as likely to die after contracting COVID-19. This could be 
because economically disadvantaged neighbourhoods often have less access to supermarkets and 
shops alike, resulting in decreased access to healthy foods. Healthy food greatly improves both your 
mood and physical health, hence less complications derive from COVID-19.



Living in deprived areas means that private healthcare likely isn’t an option. The fact that there 
was a drop in Emergency Department attendances of almost 44% in March 2020 means that it 
would be difficult to seek help.

This graph represents the weekly 
emergency department attendances in 
2020. The quick decline at the end of March,
 which is where the virus started to expand 
quickly, suggests that patients that needed 
medical help weren’t attending the 
departments, jeopardising their health. The 
people who rely on public health services 
the most, with the lack of space in medical 
locations, are forced to pay for private 
healthcare which could push them to debt 
and poverty. 

As not enough money from the government is invested in healthcare, the two-tier healthcare system lets 
paid-for private service with better equipped staff be the only option. This creates a massive inequality as 
it highlights money being the only option. This can be seen when it is brought to light that COVID-19 
mortality in the most deprived 10% of areas in England is twice that of the least deprived 10%.

On the way out of COVID-19, vaccinations have been a huge factor towards the economy returning to what it 
was before; they allow the resumption of economic, educational, and cultural activities which were stopped 
during the pandemic. However, no access to the vaccines has proved to be restrictive. On the way out, some 
countries were opening their borders, but with strict requirements: a negative COVID-19 test or a vaccine 
passport. Low/middle – income countries have not been able to supply enough vaccines for the population 
and the tests have proven to be very expensive as companies are using this horrendous virus to make profit. 
This creates limitations for the financially unstable population. Initiatives, such as COVAX, are helping to 
expand the access to vaccines for LMICs, but are still failing to meet the needs of distribution. Making 
vaccines widely available and allow poor countries to gain access to the vaccinations may take years for 
legal frameworks and trade agreements to make possible. Covid passports for some countries may mean
 
revitalising tourism safely and benefiting economics positively, most low-income countries do not rely on 
tourists as they are not a popular location to visit. These passports will therefore intensify the inequalities 
between high and low income countries. Rich countries were part of the initiatives like COVAX, but with 
them walking back on their promises, vaccines for LMICs seems even more unlikely. Difficulty getting a 
vaccine has led to shadow markets for COVID-19; on Facebook fraudsters have been offering to sell fake 
Covid vaccine passes. Jonathon Benton explained how this market was clearly advanced and intrigued a lot 
of people: “We were finding passes, certificates, cards, vaccine cards, even down to choice of what vaccine 
you wanted recording on the card”. While these countries are struggling to have distribution for one vaccine, 
high-income countries are already distributing multiple rounds for their populations. This lack of vaccines 
has clearly impacted airlines, which contribute hugely to a country’s income, with a global revenue loss of 
-USD372bn in 2020.



During an online conference, David Newhouse mentioned that there is a “long shadow over the world’s 
poor”. His research showed that disadvantaged children were affected by school closures the most; 
children in a household of 5 people were 37% likely to do their assigned schoolwork compared to a 
household of two with a 57% chance of completed work. If schooling was difficult to maintain in person, 
it could permanently damage the future economic prospects for these said less privileged children and 
could limit equality of opportunity. The rapid pace of the virus lead to a direct shock to the economy. The 
developing OECD countries have put in place short-time work schemes to help the insurance 
mechanisms. Governments have stepped in to subsidise the wages of workers in order to keep firms 
together. These furlough payments have actually proven to be much more generous than the benefits 
systems – they froze the labour market so a big impact of unemployment has been avoided. However, 
as Abigail Adams-Prassl said, richer families have savings which allow room for error compared to poorer 
countries consuming as soon as they gain any wages. The decrease of income has meant that these less 
developed countries, even with the same lack of payment, will find it harder to cope. 

Finally, considering the 2008 recession, previous research found increases in product market 
concentration. While smaller firms struggle in the difficult times, larger firms may consolidate market 
share which could lead to a rise in power. This could potentially reduce the share of income received by 
workers, increasing wage inequality. While high-paid professionals can work at home and choose 
between more employees, the lower skilled end of the labour market would have more consolidation. 
Whilst writing this essay, it has been brought to my attention that richer countries have almost a 
complex over the less advantaged countries making them even more secure than in theory.

Perspectives on the future 
of the animal rights 
movement

The current laws governing animals in the UK are stated in the Animal Welfare Act of 
2006. Applying only to vertebrate animals, the law explains that owners have a duty of 
care to ensure that their animal’s needs are met. The maximum sentence for those 
who do not follow this act is six months imprisonment, whilst for those who commit 
offences relating to animal cruelty it is five years imprisonment. These current laws are 
solely protecting the welfare of animals and do not indicate that animals have any 
form of rights. In order to explore the future of laws regarding animals, I have 
structured my article into two parts: animal rights, and laws concerning the protection 
and welfare of animals.
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Firstly, I will discuss the direction I believe that laws concerning animal rights will take 
in the next 50 years. Although animals, including lobsters and crustaceans, are 
regarded as sentient (meaning that they have capacity to experience feelings, such as 
pain and suffering), I do not think that laws protecting animals will extend to animal 
rights.

I believe this because animals do not have the same moral status 
as humans. As the German philosopher Robert Spaemann put it, 
animals do not have the ability to “see themselves from the 
outside”.

Therefore, they are unable to act autonomously and thus, in my opinion, will not be 
granted rights by law. Whilst the recognition of animals as sentient beings may 
prompt us to change our behaviour towards them and perhaps treat them as 
co-citizens, I do not think that it will trigger an introduction of animal rights into UK law.
In addition, animals are regarded as things, not persons (a ‘person’ is defined as “an 
entity that holds or can hold legal rights,”). The many efforts made to change the law 
status of animals to ‘legal persons’ have failed, except for one case in Argentina. This 
may be due to the fact that activist groups often alienate their target audience by 
acting too radically. The efficacy of communicative efforts to interact with the public 
greatly impacts the results of activists’ group’s actions.

At the forefront of the animal rights movement are women. This is 
explained by the gender stereotyping within our society. Our patriarchal 
society may lead women to feel more strongly about this movement 
because of the similarities between their treatment and the treatment of 
animals. There is also the idea that masculinity connotes strength; 
showing compassion and empathy for animals may be viewed as a sign 
of weakness. The UK government is male dominated, therefore I do not 
think that the laws regarding animal rights will change.

In the future, the laws concerning animal welfare and protection will 
become more stringent. This is partly due to Brexit. Prior to Brexit, 80% 
of animal welfare legislation came from EU law, meaning that the UK 
now has new freedoms to strengthen animal welfare. A new action plan 
for animal welfare was released by the government in 2021 stating that: 
the export of live animals for slaughter and fattening will be banned; 
keeping primates as pets will be prohibited; and the issue of puppy 
smuggling will be tackled. However, this campaign has been put on hold 
as it has caused disruption amongst members of the Conservative Party.
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The impact of the new welfarist concept will lead the government to focus more on 
animal protection. This perspective believes that “the suffering of all sentient life is 
significant”. However, it doesn’t prohibit the use of animals as a resource, as long as 
their death is painless. New “welfarists” often take a more sensible approach, acting 
within the realms of existing political structures, instead of pursuing radical change. This 
method may appeal to the UK government more than radical animal rights activist 
groups, and therefore animal protection and welfare laws will become more stringent 
in the future.

To conclude, I believe that in the near future animals will remain without rights; 
however, I think that the laws protecting them will become stricter. This is due to 
multiple factors, from many different perspectives, including gender stereotypes 
and the differences in approaches between activist groups. The current direction 
that the UK government is taking suggests that animal welfare laws are one of their 
focuses for the future, however it is often overlooked, especially by the men in our 
society. Therefore, it is important to understand the impacts of changing the laws 
regarding animals from many different perspectives, to ensure that we can coexist 
harmoniously.

Many Tory voters also see the law that lobsters and other crustaceans are sentient as 
“woke”. These policies may cause damage to the fishing industry and discourage 
citizens, who disagree with the policies, from voting Conservative. Despite the fact that 
this action plan has been paused, I believe that it will get approved and therefore 
improve the welfare standards of animals in the UK.

By Holly Dulieu
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THE 
 DRUMS

Silence. Comforting. Unsettling.
a stir in the air…
rhythmic drumming from within rises
ba dum, ba dum
forcing uneasy to my stomach
my ears ringing with each pulse…

Silence. Skin-tight. Global.
locking in the invisible storm brewing
ba dum, ba dum
breath, sight, sound, motion all gone
except the drumming
Ba dum, Ba dum
In its shadow,
rumbles stab efficiently at bone
sharp icicles in the numbing dark summoned
Ba dum, Ba dum
uncontrolled shivers a by-product…

Bodies colliding outside my bubble
blood drips from my ears
noise matches the drumming, the pounding as myhead loses grip of reality
Blurs dance, syncopated in view...

A poem by 
Caitlin Eldridge

eyes fade back… frantic
Ba Dum
to be seen, understood
Ba Dum
a heart preys to an evicted god
Ba Dum
that the darkness won’t consume
Ba Dum
or break the truth I fight to
Ba Dum
protect…a brain that fights so hard to
Ba Dum
sort the truth, the lies
Ba Dum
as battles are unleashed and lost tenfold
BA DUM.
 
I feel something warm.

What is that touching my arm, holding my hand?
The cool brush of metal
Is it a hand?
A familiar laugh in the distance
I know this person?
A warmth in my heart, someone I can’t see but feel.
The outline of a hand I know all too well
A comforting stillness
Colours, patterns, people come into view
a smile spreads in the hopes of sharing the joy.
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DEFORESTATION
 
 
A poem by Caitlin Eldridge

We are brought into this life as a stream
that grows in width and depth with every new moment of our existence.
We feed everything around us and watch it grow
Each flower a new idea, every tree planting its roots until we are full grown.
 
Deep in our forests, in the first pebble our waters touched
we hold the purest version of us.
The one without enforced beliefs and society’s expectations
Sometimes we forget who that version is
Or they were hidden from us before we realise who they are
Learning the difference between right and wrong
Creating unknown biases and beliefs from parents we trust know best.
 
Am I wrong?
'You'll grow out of it.'
Why can't I stop thinking about this?
'You'll grow out of it.'
When will my family be happy with me?
Hide who you are or face rejection of the highest degree.
 
For those of us unknowing in our identity
Slaving away to finding our box
Some matching 60, 70, 80 percent but never 100
The constant fear they all fit when they aren’t me
Some are happy with ‘queer'.
For others, knowing quiets the destructive voices.
 
Still push back from society
We fight for the freedom of expression and acceptance
Trying to stay away from those who want to cut down our trees
Growing like weeds until nothing is seen
Hacking until there are no smooth edges.
 
The ignorant fight to keep the oppressive power of control
the internal and external fight of identity always challenged
Screaming our pride becomes a primal instinct of survival as we fight to strip the layers 
pushed onto us by strangers to our struggles.
 
Fading out of a black and white world
breaking through the weeds
true colours of that first pebble shine
this freedom is ours to live
forever is our always.
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MEDIA 
HYSTERIA
Alice Mazon

Freedom of speech gives us the ability to share 
ideas, opinions and fears with our compatriots, 

ensuring that no injustice goes unrecognised and 
no idea that goes against the status quo is crushed.

 Freedom of speech helps protect us from being 
vulnerable to a single entity controlling all rhetoric 

in our society. Freedom of speech is something 
that millions have fought for. Regardless of our race,
 gender or ethnicity, freedom of speech enables us 

to live informed lives and receive a wide range of 
perspectives and impartial information about the 

world. 

These inestimable gifts are normally delivered via the media, which 
gives us freedom to educate ourselves and to make calculated 
decisions on how we want to change and govern the world we live in.

But having said this, could this freedom to espouse unchecked speech 
and propaganda inadvertently deny us our ‘right’ to be informed, and 
to live in the uncensored utopia we so desperately crave? 

The lethal side of the double-edged sword that is freedom of speech is 
hysteria, namely, media hysteria.

the process
It would be fair to assume that, since we are in an age of mass information, it is 

incredibly easy to stay in the loop with current affairs. When we see something that 
concerns us, whether it be on the news or on social media, we can quickly read up on 

it and investigate similar issues with the tap of a hashtag or the click of a ‘relevant story’.
 Generally, when we are concerned about a topic we look for more information on it 
and want to understand the matter further, in an attempt to hopefully appease our 

worries or figure out how to protect ourselves. 

However, this is part of the issue: our desire to understand the world now that understanding patterns has 
taken precedence over accepting ‘freak’ or horrible events to be one offs is, to some extent, dangerous. This 
is likely to be partially due to a general movement towards science and empirical evidence, and a movement 
away from faith and religion – something people could use to explain upsetting events and move on from 
them without looking for a ‘fix’ or shift in behaviour. Media companies have been able to profit off of this 
thirst for validation and understanding of events by essentially creating internal echo chambers, identifying 
events that resonate and stir discontent and angst amongst the population. The media does this because 
people will, if given the chance, read about something that relates to their concerns.

"could this freedom to espouse 
unchecked speech and 
propaganda inadvertently deny 
us our ‘right’ to be informed, and 
to live in the uncensored utopia 
we so desperately crave?"

What we see from this calculated interaction between media outlets and the people is news which is not only 
reflective of the most pertinent world events, but news tailored to the public’s subconscious demand. 

This shapes the public’s perception of the salience or 
regularity of events, which feeds into demand for 
change and solutions to these perceived issues from 
those in power. These cries for change are then used 
as leverage to secure votes and touch the hearts of 
the ‘distressed and suffering’ public by politicians 
looking to appear as their in-touch champion. 



Whilst the public’s dictation of policy is generally positive, and usually considered an essential pillar of 
democracy, in this context it allows for something very dangerous. That is to allow events that have been 
blown out of proportion or misinterpreted to hold far more weight than they really should.

the EFFECTS
There are two main negative effects of media hysteria. The first entails who is able to use this flaw 
in the media as a golden opportunity to push their own agenda. The second is the harmful 
reactionary backlash it often creates.
 
The media provides a fast track into the production line of the beliefs of the public. Most of what 
we know about our world and current affairs comes from reporting by the media. This information 
helps us to form our opinions which means that, if a third party decides to interfere to lobby their 
interests, our perceptions of what is happening in the world can be warped. However, this is made 
all the more dangerous by the fact that it can facilitate more than the clouding of the public’s vision 
because, as said earlier, it feeds up into policy and eventually legislation.

EXAMPLES OF WHEN THIS MANIFESTS
If we look at the UK, this has manifested itself on many occasions—although for the most part it has 
gone broadly unnoticed. Two of the most pertinent examples are Grayling’s reactionary passing of ‘more 
comprehensive’ self defence laws and the fabrication of compensation culture. I take all these examples 
and information from the book Fake Law.
 
On the 7th of October 2012, Justice Secretary Chris Grayling reviewed self-defence laws amidst public 
outcry about the capacity people had to protect themselves. The result? Well, a household owner, who 
inflicted injuries so severe that the victim suffered brain damage, walked away without a scratch on his 
record or—more importantly—on his personal property. Grayling amended the law to permit 
disproportionate force but not grossly disproportionate force. The section of the law that states the self 
defence must be, “reasonable in the circumstance that he [the defender] believes it to be” was left 
untouched. This meant that in actuality nothing had actually changed and the person acting in defence 
could still only defend in accordance to the size they perceived the threat to be. The prime minister; 
however, with Grayling—the glowing saviour of the people— announced to a frightened country that they 
no longer must worry about being locked up for defending themselves because, “you can do anything 
as long as it’s not grossly disproportionate”. The Daily Mail soon after published subheadings advertising 
that “homeowners could stab a burglar provided they are not unconscious”. 

However this nebulous new term of ‘grossly disproportionate’ 
meant that our household owner who left a burglar with 
lifelong brain damage was unable to be charged, as the 
Crown Prosecution Service had also understood Grayling's 
law to permit all but disproportionate force.

Now let's look at where the panic grew from. It was the 
media. From stories of clickbait and injustice, a dangerous 
narrative was swelling. This was one of countless betrayals 
by the courts. Time and time again were innocent 
homeowners getting locked up for the heinous crime of 
protecting their homes and families from dangerous 
intruders. 
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One of the most famous stories that greatly contributed to this culminating fear was the one of Tony 
Martin, a 55-year-old man who shot his intruders multiple times as they ran from the premises, leaving 
one dead and the other with serious injuries. Much of the media, of course, took this and painted it as a 
gross injustice and that he was ‘simply defending himself’. Martin had been charged with murder (later 
reduced to manslaughter). The courts decided not to discuss the fact that, whilst he pleaded self 
defence, the sentence had no relation to self defence laws because prosecution proved objectively that 
his actions were in no way a defence but a motivated attack. A similar and more recent event relative to 
the consequential law being passed, was Munir Hussain whose case directly triggered Grayling’s heroic 
plea for those who acted reasonably in defending themselves to be spared arrest. The Daily Mail again 
quickly rushed to the public’s aid; educating the public about the case where a “Millionaire who fought off 
a knife-wielding burglar is jailed (while the intruder is let off)”, opting out of the title “Millionaire beat up a 
burglar and was arrested for it.” A fair decision as, after all, which one would generate more views, shares 
and outrage?

Now we move onto the fabrication of 
compensation culture. In this example we can see 
a far more malicious and calculated attack on the 
undefended; facilitated by the media’s thirst for 
reaction. Why would we, as a supposedly 
progressive society who normally take into account 
the plight of the vulnerable, allow this to happen 
and leave the unfortunate to fend for themselves? 
We allowed this to happen because we fell into the 
trap of sensationalist media.

"Half-reported stories with 
no context were thrown in 
the unknowing faces of the 
public and swallowed with 
ignorance."

Half-reported stories with no context were thrown in the unknowing faces of the public and swallowed 
with ignorance. Stella Liebeck, who spilled coffee on herself whilst driving and sued McDonalds, in reality 
was sat in the passenger seat and suffered life changing 3rd degree burns from the negligible heat of the 

coffee that McDonald’s was in fact aware of and had received previous complaints about. The cleaner 
who tripped over a mop and secured themselves £9,128 for, “pulling a groin muscle”, had, in fact, not just 

pulled a groin muscle, as the amount compensated could not legally have been that high. Nor had they 
truly tripped over a mop, or the case would not have constituted negligence from the employers. A final 

example, amongst numerous, is the one of Merv Grazinski who “forgot his vehicle wasn't self-driving” and 
cashed out on a million pounds. This is nothing more than an urban myth. Looking at a larger scale 

example, we saw the UK declared as the ‘Whiplash Capital of Europe in 2016’, feeding into fantasies of 
the public's money-hungry legal ventures. This data was later shown to be cherry picked to the highest 

degree and far from the truth (link to details here). Moreover, research about past popular headlines 
prove quickly that “even if there is no new flood of personal injury claims overall and no convincing 

evidence of a growing number of frivolous ones either”.

HOPE?
We are now left with a seemingly dire situation, with a world where private interests are finding new 
ways to have an invisible hand on the government's shoulder. However, when looking at the way in 

which the media facilitates this relationship we can see the clear point of entry. There is hope in the 
time it takes public fear to accumulate, with some instances of this phenomenon building over years, 

such as the 80s urban myth that laid the groundwork for our “out of control compensation culture”. 
Alongside the rise of the internet and fake news, new technology is being deployed to help handle this 

which suggests similar technology could be implemented to help provide context and more 
appropriate ways to follow up articles or news.



As we’ve seen, stories are picked out and exaggerated or made to look like real world 
phenomena despite being devoid of other examples, evidence or data regarding the 

frequency. This creates an environment in which media frenzy can prosper, and private 
interests can be afforded a disproportionately loud voice. Having said this, the media 

consumer need not be deterred if they are equipped with the gift of context, which leads 
us into a new and far healthier age of information consumption.

How does perspective drive our perception 
of different historical figures?

They provide a foil to the hero and contrast ‘good’ with 
‘evil’. Like heroes, villains are usually motivated by some 
cause, for example vengeance or disillusionment with 

what is actually morally correct. In any case, it is 
extremely difficult to classify someone as one or the 

other. Opinion usually differentiates between people as 
their own moral compasses cause them to view these 

figures in different lights. In this article, I will be 
evaluating the extent to which certain historical figures 
are actually heroic and how different perspectives alter 

this perception.

Throughout global history, heroes have appeared in legends and stories of almost 
every culture. Recognised by their brave, compassionate, and selfless actions, the 

stories of heroes have been passed down through generations for centuries, 
whether to teach a moral lesson or simply for entertainment purposes. Villains on 

the other hand are often more nuanced. 
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Achilles doesn’t fit modern sensibilities: his brutality, vanity and lack of pity make it difficult for the modern 
world to relate to him. On many occasions throughout ‘The Iliad’ we see him be a killer, a rapist and a 
pillager, making it somewhat difficult to view him in a sympathetic light. He is completely void of the 

selflessness that we have come to associate with a hero and his actions are usually motivated by personal 
gain. After Achilles gets into an argument with his ally Agamemnon over the possession of a ‘consort’ 
(morally questionable in itself but a norm in ancient Greece), he sulks and refuses to fight, despite the 

droves of Grecian allies dying on the battlefield. Only his bloodthirsty quest for vengeance following the 
death of his close friend, Patroclus, motives him to rejoin the fight, ultimately ensuring Greek victory.

Whilst Achilles technically isn’t a historical figure, I wanted 
to begin by looking at his story to evaluate the cultural 

perspective of the Ancient Greeks. 

Lilah Bachrach



By today’s standards, Achilles does not follow 
the basic guidelines of a hero whatsoever. He 
meets violence with an even greater show of 
brutality (an example being when he ties up 
Hector’s body to the back of a chariot and 
drags him around, allowing him to be “defiled 
in his own native land”). Nowadays we place 
the person who stands up to injustice with 
pacifism in higher stead; however, ancient 
Greek society valorised glory, strength, 
vengeance and honour. Achilles’ acts of brutal 
violence, extreme even for his own era, have 
been overridden by these qualities that he 
possessed that the Greeks honoured to such 
a large extent. Achilles has ultimately gone 
down in history as a hero with his actions 
retold with reverence. He has been written 
into his story as the part of the hero; however, 
whether he actually is as heroic as he is 
made out to be is definitely up for debate, it 
very much depends on what qualities you 
value the most.

The next historical figure I wanted to talk about 
is Chairman Mao. Mao Zedong, known as 
Chairman Mao, was a Chinese communist 
revolutionary and the founding father of the 
People's Republic of China. He came to power 
in 1946, and, whilst it would be a huge 
oversimplification to define him as either ‘good’ 
or ‘evil’, he is definitely an interesting example of 
how perspective can change perception. Unlike 
Achilles, Chairman Mao is for the most part 
regarded as a villain in history as he introduced 
reforms that caused a significant portion of his 
population to be wiped out through starvation, 
violence, and hard labour. 
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It is estimated that 30-45 million Chinese citizens 
died during the Great Leap Forward. He is famously 
quoted saying “When there is not enough to eat, 
people starve to death. It is better to let half of the 
people die so the other half can eat their full”. It is 
quite possible that Zedong believed this to be a 
Utilitarian approach to solving China’s problems, 
despite the millions that suffered as a result. Like I 
previously mentioned, the line between 
disillusionment and genuine cruelty is extremely 
blurry, making it very hard to definitively classify 
someone like Mao as a ‘villain’. However, noble 
intentions cannot negate the consequences of these 
reforms.
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To them, Mao is a hero who speaks to their despair 
as struggling nobodies. So to sum things up, Mao is 
regarded in extremely different lights by different 
groups of people. It is generally agreed that his 
policies caused both good and suffering 
simultaneously. Indeed Mao has many of the 
characteristics of a stereotypical hero: he unfailingly 
stands up for what he believes in and protects 
others, to name a few. Classification of Mao as a 
‘hero’ or ‘tyrant’ really depends on the perspective 
of the classifier.

Lastly, Mother Teresa is known by many as a 
modern-day saint who helped and inspired 
thousands. In 1979 she received a Nobel Peace 
Prize for her humanitarian work. She is 
commemorated for never shifting her focus off 
the sick and poor, no matter how famous her 
mission became. She was canonised by Pope 
Francis in 2016 .

On the other hand, there are allegations that 
Mother Teresa wasn’t as pure and selfless as 
history generally makes her out to be. It is claimed 
that she encouraged members of her order to 
secretly baptise dying patients without regard to 
the individual's religion. Whilst pretending to cool a 
patient's head with a cloth, the sister would 
secretly baptise them. However, there are different 
arguments for how immoral this practice was. 
Whilst it is wrong to convert someone to a religion 
they do not want to be a part of, the actual act of 
baptism is merely putting a few drops of water on 
the forehead of a person whilst uttering a few 
words. If you don’t believe in the supernatural 
effect of baptism, the gesture can be seen as fairly 
innocent and even well-meaning. Others argue 
that the medical care that she was so heavily 
praised for providing was largely ineffective. Many 
of the sisters and volunteers had little medical 
knowledge and sometimes administered 
unhelpful or even harmful treatments to patients. 
It is said that her organisations glorified the 
suffering of the sick instead of relieving it. 
Christopher Hitchens, an American-English 
journalist says that Mother Teresa's organisation 
was a cult that promoted suffering and did not 
help those in need. 

In an essay in the collection of White Women in 
Racialized Spaces, Vijay Prashad says that ‘Mother 
Teresa's work was part of a global enterprise for 
the alleviation of bourgeois guilt, rather than a 
genuine challenge to those forces that produce 
and maintain poverty.’ Indeed in 1998, among the 
roughly 200 charitable organisations operating in 
Calcutta, Missionaries of Charity was neither 
among the largest or most effective, the 
Assembly of God charity notably serving a greater 
number of the poor at 18,000 meals daily. 
However, in response to this heavy criticism, 
others point out that Mother Theresa never set 
out to build hospitals, only to provide those who 
were not accepted into hospitals with a place 
they could die while being comforted and with 
some dignity. So while these accusations towards 
Mother Teresa are likely to have some basis in 
truth, it cannot be denied that she completed 
what she set out to accomplish. Again, 
perspective plays a key role in one’s perspective 
of her as opinion varies as to whether some of 
her mission’s more questionable practices cancel 
out the positive ones.

In conclusion, it is difficult to categorise any of 
these figures as a ‘hero' or a ‘tyrant’. Almost 
every person has their own unique set of moral 
ideals formulated and shaped by their 
environment that cause us to all think of these 
figures differently. Whilst certain trends 
definitely emerge because people in similar 
environments form similar ideas, for the most 
part everyone’s individual perspective causes 
them to perceive these figures in different ways.
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Hi! I'm Tara and i'm the one that spends agesss editing all of these pages...(but it's worth it!) I'm also the photographer for 
ASIP and for both of the issues that I've been a part of, I've been able to experiment more with photography and i'm 
loving it. Along with the few pictures dotted around the issues, you can check out creative contributions on 

the ASIP website to not only see all my stuff but all the wonderful art sent in! Here is a very random piece I did using one 
of my photographs. There's not a particularly 'deep' meaning but art doesn't always need one. What I loved about doing 
this is it wasn't planned and I simply did what came to my head and that's the creative freedom ASIP gives me! To me 
this art is joy and freedom and feels like summer.



COLOUR BLIND

I’m seeing red, but you scream blue;
Could the seemingly inscrutable not be true?
Is my vision the deceiver-
And I reduced to the victim, a mere believer?
 
Your claims conquer my very foundation,
That dictates the narrative of sensation.
Leaving me deluded; clawing like a blind man,
Deliriously shrieking, I can! I can?
 
Is my mind is an enemy, determined to falsify,
Or a child, unable to distinguish truth from lie,
Is she helpless, just stumbling through,
Or does she lie in anger, eager to misconstrue?
 
In the depths of my thought, the final ghost of my fears-
Is that kind words are stuttered out to prevent tears,
My intruders are right, the world is wrong,
Everyone else was colourblind, all along.
 
What I see is reality, I would never lie to me?

Sarah Fleming
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Is it fair to judge the 
past with a 

contemporary 
perspective?

In 2020 alone, nearly 100 confederate 
statues were removed across America. 
This action was triggered by the tragic 
murder of George Floyd, an event that 
drew the world’s focus to the disturbing 
reality of racism and police brutality that 
is still rife in the USA. Similar events 
occurred across the UK, with tributes to 
slave owners and colonialists removed 
across the country; a famous example 
being when a statue of slave trader 
Edward Colston was pulled down and 
thrown into Bristol's Harbour during the 
Black Lives Matter protests. It was these 
protests that brought to light bigger 
questions such as: is it fair to judge the 
past against the morals of today? Is the 
past to be interpreted via the present's 
ethical perspective? If we know 
something to be wrong now, can we 
blame our ancestors for failing to know it 
then?
 
One of the primary reasons that we 
struggle with this question is that there is 
often an action or event in which the 
historic figure in question can be 
perceived in a positive, and almost heroic, 
light. Consequently, in many people’s 
opinion, this can outweigh the figure’s 
other terrible actions or expressions, 
irrespective of volume and extent. 

The list is long but a prominent 
example of such a figure is none other 
than Winston Churchill, a man often 
glorified by a worrying percentage of 
the British population and other people 
around the world. From his inexcusable 
views on race and his anti-Semitic and 
anti-Islamic sentiments, to his 
advocacy for the use of poison gas 
against Afghans and his lack of care as 
3 million died in the Bengal famine, 
these are just a few instances that call 
into question the legitimacy of his hero 
status. To summarise, should we see 
Churchill as a ‘grotesque racist and a 
stubborn imperialist, forever on the 
wrong side of history’, or as ‘the 
greatest Briton’ (as he was voted by the 
public in 2002)?
 
Adding to the complex nature of these 
historical cases is the influence of 
political groups. As a broad 
generalisation, the right often talks of 
preserving morals across history until a 
historical figure must be defended from 
unfair attacks. On the other hand, the 
left promotes that ‘situated 
perspectives and the nuance of cultural 
context’ – until the condemnation of a 
historical figure is required.
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Ultimately, I don’t think we can answer the 
question on how to judge historical figures 
fairly with a simple yes/no answer as it is a 
very broad question and in order to fully 
come to a solution, many factors have to 
be taken into account, and other 
sub-questions must be answered. Bonnie 
Kristian of ‘The Week’ suggests four primary 
guidelines with which to judge a character:
 
Firstly, she writes that we must ask 
ourselves whether the person in question is 
remembered, despite their negative actions 
or because of them. She admits that this 
method is ‘not the simple separation of art 
and artist some have proposed’ and is 
careful to note that it is not ‘a concession 
to lesser moral codes’. By doing this, one 
acknowledges the fact that a person can 
make incredible insights and have 
significant impacts on society and 
deplorable blind spots as well.
 
Secondly, we can take a closer look at the 
historical era in question, where we may 
discover if more righteous voices and 
morals were already in play. Support for 
slavery can't be downplayed as an 
inevitable moral standing if abolitionism 
was already afoot at the time.
 
Thirdly, we must question how a person's 
failings affect the reasons we want to 
honour them today. The example used by 
Bonnie Kristian is that of President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt, whose statue could be quite 
fitting at a polio treatment facility and wildly 
inappropriate in San Francisco's Japantown 
neighbourhood.
 
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we 
must understand the extent of which our 
own biases are in play. We may find we 
have dismissed a person's past misdeeds 
for political or social convenience or 
perhaps we have applied ethical standards 
that are convenient in order to prove a point.

Ultimately, I think that we should, to an 
extent, judge historical figures by the moral 
standards of today. It’s important to 
acknowledge the atrocities of the past 
which are often brushed under the carpet 
with phrases such as ‘he was a man of his 
time’. I’m not suggesting we erase some of 
history’s greats in order to promote today’s 
values, but I am saying that the removal of 
certain statues and the addition of a few 
lessons in the history curriculum could 
provide a wider, more balanced (and 
perhaps a more accurate) perception of the 
past. Some historians suggest that, by 
judging by the morals of today, the direct 
link to the subject matter is lost but I 
disagree. Just because we are not praising 
the side of the past we have been 
presented with, and just because we 
challenge a widely held belief, it does not 
mean history is lost at all and our 
knowledge and perspective of history 
simply expands.

"the removal of certain statues and 
the addition of a few lessons in the 
history curriculum could provide a 
wider, more balanced (and perhaps 
a more accurate) perception of the 

past."

"Just because we are not praising the side 
of the past we have been presented with, 
and just because we challenge a widely 

held belief, it does not mean history is lost 
at all and our knowledge and perspective 

of history simply expands."

Zaynab Ansari



A musical perspective on 
Encanto’s chart-topping song

Written by Mr Hamilton himself, the music in Disney’s Encanto has caused a 
sensation and I am just as obsessed as everyone else. But there is one song 
which has catapulted to the top of the charts more successfully than any of 
the others: ‘We Don’t Talk About Bruno’. This song is rich with references and 

symbolism, in both a melodic and lyrical sense, so here is my musical 
perspective on Lin-Manuel Miranda’s smash hit. 

 
The first thing to comment on is the song’s structure. The song is polyphonic 

from the get-go, with Felix and Pepa singing a kind of duet for the first few bars. 
They are soon joined by other family members until eventually there are five 

melodies being sung at once. Every voice is like a thread and together the 
Madrigal family weave a beautiful tapestry of sound - a madrigal. Okay, not 

quite, but pretty close. A madrigal is a musical form that had its heyday in the 
Renaissance. It was popular in church music and refers to a style that 

incorporates multiple overlapping melodies. 
 

Traditionally, madrigals are sung a Capella (unaccompanied) and are through-composed 
(meaning they have no repeated sections), which is why I say the definition doesn’t quite fit - but 
it is close enough that we cannot ignore it. Lin-Manuel Miranda has admitted that he was 
inspired by both Sondheim (especially ‘A Weekend in the Country’ from A Little Night Music) and 
Larson (largely ‘It’s beginning to snow’ from Rent), two composers of musical fame and prowess. 
The madrigal form is effective not only musically but plotline-wise as it helps to communicate 
the movie’s thesis. Every family member has a role to play, within the song and within the casita. 
Despite the vast differences in melodies and rhythms, they all fit within the same chord 
progression.
 
The other significance of the madrigal form is Mirabel’s role. She doesn’t do much singing in 
‘We Don’t Talk About Bruno’ but she is present and, in spite of the insistent chorus, she gets 
people to talk about Bruno. She draws the song out of people - she requests it (“I really need 
to know about Bruno, give me the truth and the whole truth Bruno”), and she brings all the 
strands together when she uses the song to piece together (literally and figuratively) the 
prophecy. Madrigals, due to their intricacy and complexity, require a conductor, or the parts 
cannot stay together and will not sound harmonious. 

by flo jarvis
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This is Mirabel’s crucial role in both the song and the family. It seems at first that she “didn’t get 
a gift,” in Dolores’s blunt words, but actually Mirabel had a gift all along: the gift of healing rifts 
and bringing the family together. Mirabel comforts Luisa; encouraging her to be honest about 
the pressure she feels in her song “Surface Pressure”. She helps Isabela come to the realisation 
that there is more in life for her than just pink and purple flowers. She makes it her mission to 
find Bruno and bring him back into the family. And she also aids Abuela, her grandmother, in 
confronting the grief and trauma surrounding her past. This wider role is perfectly encapsulated 
by her role in ‘We Don’t Talk About Bruno’ - the conductor of the Madrigal madrigal.
 

Therefore, without Bruno, the song cannot 
conclude and sounds faintly discordant, 
which is a metaphor for the wider Madrigal 
family. It is only via Bruno that the melody 
can come ‘home’ and can return to its root 
chord. 
 

Although the whole song is about erasing Bruno, Bruno has a prominent musical role in the 
song. The song is written in C minor: the ‘home key’. 

This symbolises the need to confront the shunning of Bruno if the casita is to be saved. As an 
interesting sidenote, Bruno’s name was partially picked for the possibility of rhyming it with ‘no’, 
as in this crucial bar. Originally he was called Oscar, but the writers wanted to change this, and 
gave the final call to Lin-Manuel Miranda. The fact that he picked Bruno speaks to his foresight 
and immense ability to hear songs before they have come into being. 

The repeated line “We don’t talk about Bruno no no no” is the foundation of the song and, 
interestingly, 

Bruno’s name falls on the three notes of a G major 7th 
chord. G major -> C minor forms a perfect cadence, the 
most satisfying and complete sounding musical ending. 
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This works with Bruno’s symbol, which is an hourglass, and 
Mirabel’s want-song, ‘Waiting On a Miracle’, in which she sings “all 

I need is a change.” Mirabel and Bruno are the agents of 
necessary change, and they are initially shunned by the others, 
until they overcome their fears and are reconciled. All of these 

themes are contained within the sophisticated lyrics of ‘We Don’t 
Talk About Bruno’. 

The final thing to mention about this musical masterpiece is the bass line. In 
this case, all of the voices hang from a syncopated line which follows a 

montuno rhythm. A montuno is a musical pattern with Afro-Cuban origins; it 
is popular in dance music and is very distinct. It works similarly to a tresillo 
pattern of offbeats which features prominently in salsa, mambo, and Latin 

jazz. The inclusion of South American influences within the very fabric of this 
song is just one example of the many tributes to South American culture 

Encanto aims to incorporate. There is also the love song to Colombia, 
‘Colombia, Mi Encanto’ and ‘Dos Oruguitas’, sung by Sebastian Yatra, who is a 

pop sensation in Colombia currently. 
 

There is much more that could be said but all of it would essentially come 
down to this: ‘We Don’t Talk About Bruno’ works on endless levels and is 

entirely deserving of the hype. 
 

"Every family member has a role 
to play, within the song and 
within the casita. "

‘We Don’t Talk About Bruno’ works on endless levels and is 
entirely deserving of the hype." 
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"A NATION OF ANIMAL LOVERS WHO ALSO 
LOVE THE TASTE OF BACON" 

we need to change 
our perspective.

On the 7th of February 2022, a video 
was posted online of Kurt Zouma (a 
famous footballer from West Ham) 
kicking and slapping his pet cat. The 
video received an instant and enormous 
backlash from outraged fans, news 
presenters, and even Sadiq Khan who 
described the video as downright 
‘animal abuse’. Zouma has been booed 
at matches, his cats have been 
removed by the RSPCA, and he has 
received a £250,000 fine. Whether one 
considers this to be an appropriate 
punishment (with some advocating for 
prison sentences for Zouma), what is 
not in question is that Zouma was 
unnecessarily cruel and callous. If 
kicking and slapping a cat is deemed 
inhumane and brutal, why do we not 
offer the same or even more 
condemnation to the most obvious 
form of animal abuse: factory farming? 
Whilst the cat was likely suffering due to 
the abuse afforded to it by Zouma, at 
least it wasn’t ground up alive like the 
male chicks in the egg industries - at 
least it wasn’t killed in a gas chamber 
like most pigs in the UK, and at least it 
wasn’t beaten against a wall until it died 
of blunt force trauma like animals not 
growing fast enough in intensive farms. 
74 billion land animals are 
slaughtered for food each 
year and the vast majority will live 
brutal, short lives filled with suffering. 

And yet, not only does this fail to 
receive a fraction of the condemnation 
of Zouma slapping a cat, but the very 
people who are appalled by it are, for 
the most part, the same people who 
perpetuate and fund industries guilty of 
immeasurably worse cruelty to animals.

The difference is, of 
course, public perception.

We have reached a new point in human 
development of morality. Cognitive dissonance, 
or ‘the holding of inconsistent thoughts or ideas’,
 cannot last forever. It is what Carl Sagan 
described as the ‘Great Demotions’ and Peter 
Singer described as ‘The Expanding Circle’. The 
idea that throughout history humans have gone 
from believing that our group, and more 
recently our species, is superior to all others. 
The concept of human exceptionalism. The 
centuries are littered with humans who have 
believed themselves superior and special. 
Oppression throughout the ages has been 
characterised by one set of humans forcing 
dominance on another group on the 
justification of being ‘God’s favourite’ or just 
being born into a supreme subset. However, 
through the rise of social justice such as: 
antiracism, feminism, antifascism, socialism, 
equality, and rights, we have seen our circle of 
moral consideration grow. Many have learnt that 
we should not base moral worth on morally 
irrelevant things such as skin, eye and hair 
colour, disability, orientation, gender, body 
proportions or identity, but we should base it on 
the thing that links humanity together: our 
ability to suffer.  Afterall, ‘No matter what 
be their degree of talent is no 
measure of their rights’- Abraham 
Lincoln.   
 
 



Presently, it seems we are in a state of flux where some animals are deemed worthy of moral 
consideration, and others are not. What we see as abuse and neglect of dogs and cats is currently seen 
as completely acceptable and for a pig or chicken, it is actively condoned. The conflict in our perception is 
absolutely staggering. However, I write about this not to spread hate and anger but because I think highly 
enough of our species to know that we can do better. Animal abuse is a topic most feel strongly about. 
We are a nation of animal lovers after all. A nation of animal lovers who also love the taste of bacon. No 
matter how much we fool ourselves, these things are contradictory. All we need to do is to change our 
perspective.
 

By Rosie Pugh

Freya Patterson



Territorial inequality: 
the postcode lottery

A boy born between 2016 and 2018 in Richmond-upon-Thames can expect 
to live 18.6 years longer at full health than a boy born in Blackpool. Extreme 
differences between regions of the country significantly impact the 
opportunities that an individual has access to, and as such define future 
success and direction. As our Prime Minister said in his latest White Paper, 
‘the place of your birth is one of the clearest determining factors in how 
you’ll get on, what opportunities will be open to you, even the number of 
years for which you can expect to live’. Territorial inequalities in the United 
Kingdom are so severe that they fundamentally undermine the principle of 
equality of opportunities.
 
British economist Andrew Haldane argues that ‘for many, if you want to get 
on, you need to get out’ In reality, this is seldom possible as the poorest 
and most disadvantaged areas often have the weakest connections, and 
residents are often unwilling to leave the security of their home towns, thus 
continuing the cycle of poverty. According to Roemer and Trannoy (2016, p. 
1289), ‘equality of opportunity can be described as seeking to offset 
differences in outcomes attributable to luck’. Therefore, the place in which 
you are born, a random event over which an individual has no control, 
should not have any influence over the outcome of an individual’s life. 
 
For instance, the North-South imbalance. When assessing the traditional 
economic measures of progress and inequality, such as productivity, average 
wages and skills, London and the South East outperform the North of 
England and other parts of the United Kingdom in almost all areas. The 
agglomeration of different capitals (physical, human, intangible, financial, 
social and institutional) in London has allowed this modern ‘super-city’ to 
benefit ‘from a modern-day version of the Medici effect...through the 
clustering of people, business, finance and culture’, which has been 
catalysed by the rise in digital technology, reducing trade and investment 
barriers. In both nominal output per hour and nominal median weekly 
earnings, London far outperforms any other region of the United Kingdom, 
with median weekly pay in London 21.59% higher than the national average. 
When earnings are lower in a particular area, they limit the ability of people 
to improve their economic position and can lead to the drain of skilled 
workers. If the most intelligent and ambitious people leave an area to search 
for higher wages, there can be little improvement for those remaining in an 
area, which continues the cycle of economic inequality. Psychologically, it 
can be extremely damaging for young people who have the same abilities 
and are carrying out the same tasks to be paid less, purely due to where 
they live. 



For example, graduates in the North East of 
England are paid £11,000 less per year than those 

in London. As Boris Johnson states, ‘talent and 
energy and enthusiasm and flair...have always 

been spread right across the UK. It is opportunity 
that is not’.
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United Kingdom is education, and the 

subsequent skills imbalance. In 2021, 35% of 
GCSEs in London were the top 7 to 9 grades, 

while only 24% of students in Yorkshire and 
Humber were awarded these grades. These 

results reflect the lack of investment in education 
outside London and the continued focus on 

driving up education standards in London 
(beginning with the 2002 London Challenge). By 
age 19, 54% of state school educated students 

are enrolled in higher education in London, 
compared to just 37% in the South West. This 

huge difference in regional education provision 
has far-reaching impacts on the skill level of 

workers in these areas, which in turn continues 
the cycle of lower productivity and lower wages.

 
Healthcare and subsequent life expectancy is 

another notable example of territorial inequality, 
and one that, dangerously, is not improving. Not 

only does where you are born influence your 
educational, employment and economic 

opportunities, it also defines how long you can 
expect to live, and therefore what you can 

accomplish during your life. Female life 
expectancy in the most deprived areas of the 

country declined by 0.3 years from 2010 to 2018. 
In 2014, the gap between female life expectancy 

in the North of England and London was as 
severe as that of East and West Germany in the 

mid-1990s. The main reasons for this include 
lower employment, higher rates of obesity and 

smoking and the higher quality of care in London 
and the South East. 

 
Although at first glance, access to green space 

may seem like a less significant issue than that of 
income or education,but in an age when mental 

health is being rightly prioritised alongside 
physical health, equal access to green space is 

also a priority and a key territorial inequality. 



Less than 50% of households with an income lower than £15,000 per year live close to green 
space, compared to over 63% of people on higher incomes. Access to green space is especially 
significant in cities; there is a large variation in access to green space among cities in the United 
Kingdom. For example, London ranks much higher than cities such as Bradford and Newcastle 
upon Tyne.
 

It’s important to remember that there are a range of other factors that undermine the principle 
of equality of opportunity that do not arise from where one happens to be born. These include 
‘mental and physical health, quality of work and housing, and relationships’. One of these 
factors is race or ethnic background. Returning to the issue of green space, while 57% of white 
British adults lived within five minutes’ walk of a park or canal path, just 39% of people from 
ethnic minority backgrounds shared this luxury. This can have detrimental impacts on people’s 
mental health and is a stark reminder that more than just where you are born determines your 
life chances. Another inequality that disproportionately affects people from ethnic minority 
backgrounds is unemployment. For people aged 16 to 24, unemployment among ethnic 
minorities was 19% in 2019, compared to 10% for white people. However, ethnic background is 
also tied to territorial inequalities. For example, ‘people from Pakistani and Bangladeshi ethnic 
groups are over three times as likely as white people to live in the most income-deprived 10% 
of neighbourhoods. Territorial inequalities also worsen these more deeply ingrained issues. 
Being born to a disadvantaged background is not due to where you are born, but living in a 
deprived area makes this issue worse. Additionally, people with disabilities also face limited 
opportunities, but the ‘disability employment gap is wider for people with no qualifications’, 
which, as we have seen, is more likely in the North of England due to education inequality.
Although there are significant inequalities within territories of the United Kingdom, and 
inequalities created by non-geographical factors, territorial inequalities still severely undermine 
the principle of equality of opportunities, particularly in the case of productivity, health and 
education. As the Government White Paper summarises, ‘geography is a key factor affecting 
equality of opportunity and social mobility’. But it is still important to remember that regional 
inequalities are far more nuanced and complex than one might first believe, and there are 
many other factors that also contribute to high inequality in the United Kingdom.
 

"As our Prime Minister said in his latest White Paper, ‘the place 
of your birth is one of the clearest determining factors in how 
you’ll get on, what opportunities will be open to you, even the 

number of years for which you can expect to live’."

THIRZA REA



Don’t be fooled by the title which forces you to instantly 
diminish your expectations; the subject matter in ‘Small 
Pleasures’ is anything but that. Ranging from a virgin birth to an 
invariable sapphic romance, this 1950s suburban mystery 
covers a range of topics in such an intersectional way that it is 
almost the antithesis of the period in which it is set. The 
direction in which Clare Chambers takes this story has made it 
one of my favourite reads this year, and I hope that by exploring 
some of the interesting themes in her work (while trying my 
best not to include any spoilers) I might encourage you to pick it 
up next.
 
 
The innumerable and radical 
perspectives in ‘Small Pleasures’ by 
Clare Chambers

"this 1950s suburban mystery covers a range of 
topics in such an intersectional way that it is almost 
the antithesis of the period in which it is set. "

Kent, June 1957: Scientists have unearthed a rare new phenomenon in mammals, 
parthenogenesis, which is nonchalantly slipped in on page five of the local newspaper. Could a 
woman really conceive a child alone, and what is the probability of it occurring? The monumental 
discovery of reproduction without men, and its implications, nearly went unheeded until Jean 
Swinney - the protagonist and features editor for the local newspaper- receives a letter from a 
woman claiming that her ten-year-old daughter was born without the involvement of any man. 
This compelling claim, made by Gretchen Tilbury, was evidenced by devout Catholicism and time 
spent in a nursing home run by nuns – where there were only three other girls in her ward. It was 
not this reasoning, however, that struck me as curious, but the cynical reaction of those at the 
newspaper regarding Tilbury’s religious connections: “do we really want to encourage these 
cranks?” for example. This scepticism effectively highlighted the changing relationship between 
religion and an increasingly secular society in Britain, whereby faith was far more arbitrarily found 
and not nationally subscribed to. 
 
As well as the influx of scientific discovery, a reason for this propensity for 
disbelief was the lasting impact of the second world war. The country was still 
reeling from years of profound brutality and loss, resulting in a loss of faith in 
political and social ideas, crucially in the UK’s isolationist stance from Europe. 

Isabella van der Grampel
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As Jean begins to discuss the story with her colleagues, it is eventually decided that the research should 
be delegated to her because it seems like a more “feminine, delicate matter.” This is where Chambers 
effectively explores gender roles in the fifties. Jean’s office is predictably male dominated, and she is 
usually allocated the dull household hints section of the paper. Although her input is not censored nor is 
she mistreated, gender stereotypes still present themselves in her narrative because she is treated as “one 
of the boys.”.  This is an interesting comment of Chambers’ on how it was either a woman’s avoidance of 
being perceived as a sexual symbol, or male colleagues determining a woman’s attractiveness, which 
decided whether a woman would be taken seriously in the workplace. Another subtle illustration of gender 
roles is the credibility of Gretchen’s testimony throughout the story. Jean struggles to believe Gretchen, not 
only due to the esoteric and implausible nature of her claim, but simply due to where Gretchen’s story 
comes from: the word of a woman. In ‘Small Pleasures,’ Jean meticulously investigates Gretchen’s moral 
character through interviews of people from her past and present, in order to verify her claim to being a 
virgin at the time of her daughter’s birth. This also links to Gretchen’s confession that she is lesbian, which 
Jean arbitrarily assumes is a reflection on her credibility and reliability because she had kept it hidden for 
so long.
 

Small pleasures have become the indulgences in her life: trinkets and other nice things to 
decorate an otherwise narrow and somewhat bleak situation.  Although she has a career, 
Jean’s commitment to her mother has realised within her a common fear in a society that 
promoted familial and domestic roles for women: being socially condemned as a spinster. 
However, the most vocal critic of Jean is not herself but, ironically, her mother. Through their 
relationship, Chambers achieves a successful demonstration of the ‘from a different 
generation’ excuse so commonly used in current discourse. Throughout the novel, Mrs 
Swinney says many things that don’t agree with Jean’s innate morality and sense of justice. 
This reveals how such a simple and transcendent issue displayed within a ubiquitous 
relationship proves that the generational divide isn’t something that is new or particular to our 
own political climate.
 

One particularly interesting focal point of the novel was Jean’s 
relationship with her querulous and agoraphobic mother, who 
often prevents her from socialising. This becomes increasingly 

suffocating the more invested Jean becomes in Gretchen’s story, 
and in the Tilburys themselves. 

The most unique and ingenious part of ‘Small Pleasures’ was the collection of 
newspaper extracts written by Jean at the end of each chapter. They added an 
interesting second perspective or subconscious response to the ongoing plot 
and constantly helped us to remember Jean’s struggle between her duty as a 
journalist, and her role in the lives of the Tilburys. Furthermore, the two 
eventually become synthesised in such a way that they are one and the same. 
In my opinion, the only drawback of this novel lies in its final five pages (but I’m 
not going to spoil the book meaning you will simply have to read it). 
Nevertheless, I did not feel that it detracted from what was, in my view, an 
interesting read executed well by Chambers’ unique writing style.
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The story of how the queer 
community reclaimed 
Harry Potter- ‘All the young 

dudes’

The best Harry Potter book isn't written by J.K Rowling, it’s queer, it’s 
class-conscious, and it’s 500,000 words-long.’ 

" This really has been a way to weave 
in the representation of queer 

characters, a representation we all 
believe is lacking from the official 

Harry Potter series. "

For context, in case you're unsure of what I'm actually talking about, ‘All the Young Dudes’ is a fan-fiction of 
over 500,000 words; literally half of all the books in the Harry Potter series combined. It’s set during what 
fans call the Marauders era in the Harry Potter universe: the time when Harry's parents attended Hogwarts.
 It stars the so-called Marauders themselves: Harry's father, James, and his best friends Sirius Black, 
Remus Lupin, and Peter Pettigrew—all of whom appear in the novels. The fanfiction generally follows 
Remus and Sirius, two of the boys who fall in love after a long time. It tackles discrimination in terms of 
race, sexuality, class, and wealth as well as having just a generally comfortable and relatable atmosphere, 
with a range of perspectives and plots (and obviously just simply being the best thing to ever exist!). 
 

The Harry Potter fan community have been 
able to reclaim the story and universe of Harry 
Potter using the medium of fan fiction (fiction 

written by a fan of, and featuring characters 
from, a particular media such as a film or book).

 This really has been a way to weave in the 
representation of queer characters, a 

representation we all believe is lacking from 
the official Harry Potter series. The queer 

community have been able to separate 
themselves from J.K Rowling’s transphobic 

views and opinions, with a fan fiction detailed 
and invested in building a new Harry Potter 

world outside the one Rowling created. As far 
as I am aware, there are not any queer 

characters prominently mentioned in the 
novels apart from Dumbledore (I know?! I 

literally only was made aware of this like a 
couple of weeks ago). I believe David Thewlis 

(Remus Lupin) was told by the director of 
‘Prisoner of Azkaban’ to play Remus as a ‘gay 

junkie’ probably sparking a lot of the early 
‘shipping’ between Remus and Sirius. 

 

However, in the novels and movies, very little is drawn to these 
characters sexual identities, thus causing us to literally have to 
read between the lines to suspect that some of them were 
maybe not straight. It seems that, while Rowling continues to 
retroactively include marginalised identities and minorities in her 
world, this is done with a very casual approach, reminiscent of 
tokenization; an approach that has led to some wondering if it is 
just to placate her fans, and just to appear to everyone that she 
is being inclusive.
However, ‘All the Young Dudes’ has been able to fight the lack of 
diversity clearly portrayed in the novels, including representation 
of queer characters, and a multitude of people from various 
ethnicities and backgrounds. The author includes these 
characters in their book without mentioning them to a point 
where it becomes unnatural; they are clearly ‘normalised’. It's no 
longer enough to simply acknowledge that minority characters 
are in a franchise after the fact, or to allow fans to "assume" that 
they are present. 
 

Jessica Frizzell



 Taylor Swift’s Music From 
A Queer Perspective

Many people think the most significant 
reason for Taylor Swift’s success is her 
songwriting; specifically her lyrics and how 
much they resonate with listeners. When 
you look at them from different perspectives,
 they can be interpreted in many different 
ways regardless of whether they reflect what 
the song was originally written about, and I 
find that it’s easy to recognise many queer 
themes while listening to her music. To 
clarify, I’m not talking about her sexuality or 
rumoured relationships but just themes in 
her music that echo many similar to what 
queer people have to overcome. I believe 
the sister albums folklore and evermore 
contain the majority of these, such as 
secrecy in relationships; guilt, and stories 
that have had to be passed down orally, in 
addition to literary references with queer 
connotations and common movie tropes.

In my opinion, one of the most notable literary 
references that Swift makes is to Emily 
Dickinson, a poet who has more recently been 
portrayed as a queer woman in the recent TV 
show ‘Dickinson’, after the full length of her 
letters to Susan Gilbert were published in 1999. 
By reading even short excerpts from these 
letters, it’s hard to miss the way their 
relationship was more than friends, and how 
commonly the words ‘forevermore’ and 
‘evermore’ are used, also the title of Swift’s 
album evermore (coincidentally released on 
December 10th, Dickinson’s birthday). Track 10 of 
the album, ivy, was used to close out a 
particularly passionate scene between Emily 
and Sue, which required specific permission 
from Swift. This proves that she welcomes 
these interpretations of her music, and also 
resulted in fan theories that ivy was written with 
their relationship as inspiration as it holds 
multiple corresponding themes.
 

The first of these is shame. Swift refers to their meeting 
place as a ‘faith forgotten land’; similar to Dickinson 
writing, ‘I think it may be wrong, and that God will punish 
me by taking you away … but my heart wants more’, 
implying religion-related guilt of a relationship often 
deemed sinful that began only when they were able to 
put these religious fears aside. Swift depicts the feeling 
as their ‘touch brought forth an incandescent glow, 
tarnished but so grand’, and goes on to describe how the 
narrator sees women grieve for past loves and what they 
have lost, but she doesn’t. Instead, ‘grieving for the living’, 
for something that still exists, but that she can’t have. 
One of the main images of the song is that of the 
narrator’s ‘house of stone’ being ‘covered’, as the other’s 
‘ivy grows’; a direct parallel to Dickinson stating in a letter 
that she was ‘made with nothing but a hard heart of 
stone’. The house is guarded, but the ivy takes over and 
completely overwhelms it. Ivy itself is a symbol for 
wedded love, but also friendship, representing eternal life.
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However, the clinging nature of the plant 
means that it almost destroys everything it 
wraps itself around, suggesting that the more 
their love, and therefore the ivy, grows, it also 
ruins the life that she’s built with her partner. 
The bridge of the song could reference the 
poem ‘To make a prairie’ by Dickinson, which 
is about using your imagination to project your 
fantasies outwards, and encourages you to 
pursue your goals even if you have nothing 
but your imagination. As Swift sings, ‘clover 
blooms in the fields, spring breaks loose, the 
time is near’, she confirms that the two 
characters in the song are beginning to act on 
their feelings, before she asks ‘what would he 
do if he found us out?’. This draws on similar 
fears to those that Dickinson had about her 
relationship – ‘I add a kiss, shyly, lest there is 
somebody there! Don’t let them see, will you 
Susie?’. This is further mirrored in the song, as 
their meetings take place only at night, with 
‘crescent moon, coast is clear’, when no one 
can see them together. The song closes with 
echoes of reminders that the narrator is still 
‘covered’ in the ivy, that the other character is 
still consumed by her, and the fact that they 
were never fully able to explore their feelings. 
 

Whether these were intended or not, there are 
many lyrical parallels that can be made 
between Swift and Dickinson’s writing all 
throughout her discography, from as early as 
her album 1989 in 2014. Since the love letters 
were published, we know that Emily wrote to 
Sue, ‘we are the only poets, and everyone else 
is prose’. This parallels Taylor’s song ‘Out Of The 
Woods’, as she says, ‘the rest of the world was 
black and white, but we were in screaming 
colour’; both implying that everything around 
them was lacking what they shared, and was 
dull compared to them. Similar to Swift in her 
song ‘betty’ from ‘folklore’, Dickinson also 
commonly wrote from the male perspective. 
She repeatedly and deliberately altered the 
pronouns in her writing; turning relationships 
into typical male-female ones, even signing 
letters to her cousins as ‘Brother Emily’, calling 
herself a ‘boy’ or ‘prince’, something that she 
herself named ‘bearded’ pronouns. Swift has 
revealed in interviews that, while writing ‘betty’, 
she placed herself in the shoes of a teenage 
boy apologising to a girl, as part of an imaginary 
love triangle.
 

"there are many lyrical parallels 
that can be made between Swift and 

Dickinson’s writing all throughout 
her discography, from as early as 

her album 1989 in 2014."

I think that Taylor Swift’s two most recent albums (excluding 
her re-recordings), folklore and evermore, resonate with queer 
people so much because of the concept of folk stories that are 
passed down, with subtexts of queer themes that can be 
picked up in little pieces of the songs. For example, the song 
‘dorothea’ is written from the perspective of her childhood 
friend. The phrase, a “friend of Dorothy” is a coded expression 
for anyone within the LGBTQ+ community, and is usually only 
recognised by others in the community, bringing in queer 
themes that are continued. 
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She recalls Dorothea ‘skipping the prom, just to piss 
off [her] mom and her pageant schemes’; 
suggesting she was under pressure from others to 
fit into the heteronormative mould prepared for her, 
suggesting she would do this later and ‘go on with 
the show’. This shows her putting up a façade for 
others to hide her reality. Similarly, the song ‘seven’ 
recalls a childhood friendship wherein she invites 
her friend to ‘come live with’ her, saying ‘we can be 
pirates’; something that has played a big part in 
queer history. While just the mention of a ‘closet’ 
isn’t enough for something to be linked with 
queerness, the next lines of ‘then you won't have to 
cry, or hide in the closet’ suggest that she would 
provide her friend with a way to be themselves. 
Additionally, she brings in the theme of folk stories 
being orally and anonymously passed down, and 
only by those involved in the story since others may 
not understand. This is alike to queer history which 
is often passed on in a similar way, with ‘just like a 
folk song, our love will be passed on’.
 

While most music can be seen to be less typically centred around queer relationships and 
themes, it can be quite a heteronormative approach to take; to assume something is only 
about straight relationships, and find it disrespectful when another interpretation is taken. 
Unless someone has specified what their writing is truly about, or that they feel 
uncomfortable with certain interpretations, it’s important to not push your thoughts onto 
an artist’s music, but also to look at things from different perspectives. Queer history and 
celebration have always been more hidden and more likely to be passed down in secret, 
before the rise in social media and wider acceptance of the LGBTQ+ community. However, 
looking at common media from a different perspective can bring light to particular themes 
that might not have been seen at a first glance.
 

Lily Brandts 
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Whilst both play a crucial role in our behaviour, nurture can be 
altered more easily than nature, thus I believe nurture is more 
important. Supported by the Biological Approach, nature 
undoubtedly affects our behaviour as we can’t deny scientific 
data. Despite this, there is evidence from the Behaviourist 
Approach which states that our traits are learned, implying that 
we have free-will to alter our characteristics. 
 
I believe that nurture is more important than nature as the 
Behaviourist Approach, founded by John Watson, reveals that 
phobias are learned rather than something we are born with. 

The approach states that we are born as a ‘blank slate’ (tabula rasa) 
and that all our behaviour is learnt. It is our experiences and the 
environment that we grow up in that influence our behaviour and 
condition us to behave the way we do. Therefore our behaviour is 
the result of nurture rather than nature. To support this, Pavlov did 
an experiment to investigate Classical Conditioning, which is the 
idea of learning by association. Essentially, it is when two stimuli are 
paired together to present the same response. Using dogs, he 
would pair the unconditioned stimulus (food) with the neutral 
stimulus (a bell) to create a conditioned response (salivation). 

A strength of the Behaviourist Approach is that it has many useful, practical applications. 
This can be seen as psychologists have developed many useful therapies for 
psychological abnormalities, such as flooding. This shows the concept of Behaviourism as 
phobias, for example, can be unlearned through Classical Conditioning. 



Therefore, we know that there are many successful approaches that use the idea of 
Behaviourism. On the other hand, a weakness of the Behaviourist Approach is that they 
used animal research. Pavlov’s experiment on dogs assumed that humans were 
physiologically the same as animals, when this is in-fact untrue. These methods are 
criticised because of extrapolation and generalising our mental processes to be the same 
as animals. This is therefore a weakness, as doing experiments on animals, instead of 
humans, adds a degree of inaccuracy.
On the contrary, many would argue that nature is more important than nurture because of 
the Biological Approach. One of the main assumptions of this approach is that everything 
psychological is at first biological; investigating how biological structures and processes 
within the body impact our behaviour. It states that genes affect our behaviour and 
influence psychological differences between people, with our heredity passing 
characteristics from one generation to the next. Our genotype is the actual set of genes an 
individual has, and our phenotype is the individual’s observable characteristics. Our 
phenotype is a consequence of the interaction of the genotype with the environment. This 
shows that, whilst nurture and our environment has some sort of impact on our 
characteristics, it isn’t the only factor that determines it. Neurochemistry states that 
neurotransmitters are released from the neuron and travel across the synapse to the next 
neuron. They then either trigger an impulse, known as excitatory neurotransmitters, or 
prevent an impulse, known as inhibitory neurotransmitters. This supports the idea that 
nature is more important than nurture, as the hormone GABA, for example, is an inhibitory 
neurotransmitter that effects the body’s natural anxiety relief. 
 

Moreover, there are methods for investigating the genetic basis of behaviour. For example, 
adoption studies involve comparing a trait or characteristic between adopted children and 
their biological or adoptive parents. Hutchings and Mednick (1975) did a study to support 
this, where they investigated whether there is a genetic link in criminal behaviour. They 
found that 21.4% of male adoptees were likely to have a criminal record if their biological 
father had a criminal record. Only 11.5% were likely to have a criminal record if their adoptive 
father did. This shows that there is a link between criminality and genetics.
A strength of the Biological Approach is that the research for it can be objective. For 
example, the use of machinery, such as PET scans and EEGs, are reliable as they don’t 
show bias due to it being highly standardised. Complex machinery means that the 
measurements can be more precise and accurate. Not only does this increase the accuracy,
 but it means that there is no room for individual interpretation. Despite this, a weakness of 
the Biological Approach is that it is deterministic, stating that our behaviour is determined 
only by our genes and DNA. Environmental mental disorders, such as drug abuse, 
undoubtedly effects our behaviour, but the approach states otherwise. This implies that we 
have no responsibility over our actions, stating that our behaviour is only influenced by our 
DNA. Therefore, the approach is limited as it assumes that genes control everything.
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In conclusion, both nature and nurture are important as they affect 
our traits and behaviour in different ways. For example, nature is 
essential in our heredity and the passing of characteristics from 

one generation to the next, however nurture is crucial in our 
development and morals in life. I believe that nurture is more 

important as it is malleable and changes throughout life, whereas 
nature is uncontrollable. Whilst certain genetic factors may create a 

predisposition for certain personality traits or mental health 
illnesses, the probability that a person develops that characteristic 

partially depends on our environment.
 

By Amelia Goold

I’m sick of book-banning: 
perspectives on children’s media

I’m not ashamed to admit I was a ‘Famous Five’ kid. I stormed 
my way through the excursions of Julian, Dick, Anne, Georgina, 
and Timmy; constantly ravenous for those “lashings of ginger 
beer”, “ripe plums”, and “loaves of bread, butter, biscuits, and 
jam”. 
I sympathise greatly with Georgina, aka George, because not 
only did six-year-old Georgie find it thrilling that one of the 
main characters had a similar name to her but also that I too 
find it infuriating when people sing ‘Georgie porgie pudding 
and pie’ and think they’re comedy geniuses. 
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I even picked up their vocabulary: my mother was very confused and probably terrified when I 
marched into the kitchen to proudly announce that my sister and I had just had a ‘row’ (I had 
pronounced it like ‘row the boat’ not a r-‘ow!’, meaning an argument). Young Georgie was thrilled 
to think that her teenage years would consist of hunting down gold-smuggling men (I wish). I 
still feel for the famous five when they moaned that “It wasn’t a bit of good fighting grown-ups. 
They could do exactly as they liked.”  I would lie in bed at night and pray that I’d find a faraway 
tree in my local park. I still have a secret guilty hankering for the faraway tree’s whimsy worlds; 
namely the land of ‘Do-As-You-Please’ and ‘Take-What-You-Want”. When the Year 10 China trip to 
a boarding school in Shanghai was cancelled because of Covid-19 I was distraught, because 
how else was I going to live out my Malory Tower fantasies?
 
Sadly, my Enid Blyton dreams really were just dreams. Firstly, I’m not quite sure a band of 
eleven-year-olds would be able to uncover a gang of gold-smugglers, but it’s not just 
growing-up and realising that, to my grave disappointment, the ginger beer the Famous Five 
were drinking was non-alcoholic (shocker!), and pretty gross upon tasting some. When looking 
back at the series of books, they don’t quite seem as golden and rosy-tinged as they did ten 
years ago. It’s well-known that Enid Blyton was incredibly problematic; many of her books 
contain explicit racism and xenophobia, not to mention the total lack of any diversity. 
 
 

Her book ‘The Little Black Doll’ follows a doll named Sambo who is ostracised and 
hated for its “ugly black face” and is only accepted after its face is washed by the 
rain into a “clean” pink colour. Many of her stories feature ‘golliwogs’; black dolls 
that were popular during the 20th century and clearly dehumanise black people 
and present negative racial caricatures. In one of Blyton’s famed ‘Noddy’ stories, a 
villainous golliwog steals. Noddy’s car. In all her ‘golliwog’ stories, golliwogs appear 
as racist caricatures of black people; daft characters who are consistently getting 
mistaken for each other. 
The racism in many of Blyton’s work has been recognised by various organisations; 
from the Royal Mint deciding against using Blyton’s face for a commemorative coin 
on the grounds that she was “known to have been a racist, sexist, homophobe and 
not a very well-regarded writer”, to English Heritage acknowledging her “racism, 
xenophobia and lack of literary merit”. There was no surprise when this revaluating 
of Blyton’s literature sparked a culture war; with fans of her work leaping to her 
defence and decrying this ‘farcical political correctness’. The familiar cries from the 
Right that we must judge Blyton in her time context fell flat when it was unearthed 
that a 1966 Guardian editorial criticised ‘The Little Black Doll’ for its racism while 
publishing firm Macmillan in 1960 rejected her manuscript ‘The Mystery That Never 
Was’ on the grounds of xenophobia. Even during ‘her time’, her problematic views 
were exactly that: problematic. 
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People can’t seem to reconcile themselves with the fact that their hankerings for 
an England of patriotism, iced buns, and picnic rugs, are really for an England of 
injustice, racism, and empire. It’s hard to admit to yourself that the things you 
enjoyed in childhood weren’t quite as perfect as they seemed. Everyone seems to 
be dreaming of a perfect, happy-go-lucky world of children’s literature, but the 
Right and Left have different perspectives on how to go about it. For me, children’s 
literature not only is about magic trees and wild adventures, but also is an 
invaluable tool to change the injustices in our world. Bias and discrimination start 
in society, society starts with people, and people all start as children where their 
young brains are developing and grappling with the world. If children are reading 
racial caricatures of black people, or mocking jokes about the LGBTQ+ community, 
that will filter into their mindset. Creating a new normal must start with the 
generation of tomorrow, and where better to start than in their media?
 
In contrast to the political Left who want to revaluate and change our previous 
literature, the Right are desperate to ‘protect childhood’ and not budge on change. 
If we jump over to the USA, for the past few years there has been a constant push 
from Republicans to ban ‘dangerous left-leaning’ books from school classrooms 
and libraries, particularly those focusing on race, sexuality, or gender issues. 
 

According to Britten Follett, the chief executive at book-providing company Follet School Solutions,
 “it’s being driven by legislation, it’s being driven by politicians aligning with one side or the other”. 
Republicans are on a mission to censor children’s education and claim these books’ aim is 
“indoctrinating kids to a dangerous ideology”, according to a section regarding banned books from 
the political group ‘No Left Turn in Education’. For instance, a bill was introduced in Oklahama that 
prohibited public school libraries from stocking books on sexual activity, sexual identity, and 
gender identity; not to mention the ‘Don’t Say Gay’ bill in Florida which bans public schools in 
Florida through the third-grade teaching about sexual orientation or gender identity, or through the 
twelfth grade in an “age-appropriate” manner. Personally, I’m not quite sure how books that focus 
on furthering understanding and educating on equality, love and acceptance of each other, and 
safety for different marginalised groups, are pushing “dangerous ideologies”. Some examples of 
banned books have been Toni Morrison’s book “The Bluest Eye”, “This Book is Gay” by Juno 
Dawson, “So You Want to Talk About Race” by Ijeoma Oluo, “The Handmaid’s Tale” by Margaret 
Atwood, and “A People’s History of the United States” by Howard Zinn. Toni Morrison’s “Beloved” 
was even featured in a political advertisement by Republican Glenn Youngkin in a Virginia 
gubernational campaign in 2021, in an attempt to show parents the ‘dangers’ of allowing these 
crazed liberals to let children read these books. In the words of Caldwell-Stone, the director of the 
American Library Association’s Office for Intellectual Freedom, Republicans’ belief that libraries 
should “only serve the needs of a certain group of people in the community” is becoming 
increasingly obvious. 
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Blyton’s not the only one getting revaluated, but for very different reasons. I look back on my 
Enid Blyton days and enjoy the fun and memories the books gave me, while simultaneously 
recognising the bitter parts of her books and of the author herself. But I also saw how much 
a series of books impacted childhood me; to the point where I was framing parts of my life 
around being one of the coveted ‘Five’. Not only is this blatant imitation dangerous when 
books have underlying, or even in some of Blyton’s work explicit, themes of racism, 
xenophobia, anti-LGBTQ+ and more, but also that this imitation can be used to change 
future generations for the better. Stifling children’s learning by continually promoting books 
with bigoted, and discriminatory themes and banning those that teach morality and 
kindness regarding marginalised groups is only stifling our future. It’s allowing the biases and 
harms of the status quo to feed into the future. The constant heat of the debate around 
children’s media seems to always come back to one point: what we want future generations 
to look like. And change only comes with change. 
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Georgie Middlemiss



I wish I wasn’t such a people pleaser.
Because I’m constantly prying for people to like me, I’m practically praying 
for people to praise me, to pick me, to bring me to parties and places 
where we can be people who aren’t always pleasing,
other people.
Because pleasing is plain and prostrating.
And it’s painful, I’m pacing and chasing perfection but who’s even perfect 
because perfect is simply perspective;
perception.
Perceived from the point of view of a person.
A person.
A paper thin, plastic persona, a phoney, a person who doesn’t even know 
their own psychometry.
And it’s me who feels like a psycho, this powerful feeling that’s peeling away 
at my skin and I’m pleading for peace,
Is that so hard to do?
Because it’s painful how passion can progress, progress into preoccupation, 
I’m constantly pondering this mania, insania, that’s just taking -
over my brain.
And I wish I could prevent the perfervid thoughts that keep penetrating, 
permeating, pul-sa-ting.
It’s getting too ponderous a problem.
And just to protect myself from all the pain, from the pang, from the prick 
of the pinching percipience of,
A person I just want to please.
A person I just need to please.
And call me a pessimist, it’s a perilous road, a pitch dark black hole, I might 
just explode because how can a person, perceived so important, be put on 
a pedestal when I’ve only known them
a moment.
I’ve known them a moment.
So I cannot permit for the craze to prevail, have to pack up the pieces and 
store them in private because people are put off by the people that please
and I’ve got to remember -
 
they’re probably just picky.
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Why the “development paradigm” of 
woman’s equality isn’t all that its 
cracked up to be.
 
We often see criticism on different cultural 
responses to women. We see discourse in 
the news about Europe and America, and 
our issues regarding topics such as the 
gender pay gap. But we also see news about 
less ‘developed’ nations and their responses 
to women’s rights and to discrimination 
against women. Sometimes that news feels 
a world away, and provides a stark contrast 
to the world we live in. That is broadly 
acknowledged but that acknowledgement, 
in some cases, can be very dangerous. 
 

pheobe berlet

We see these inbuilt biases in society. One 
example is the GED (the 2012 world 
development report on Gender Equality and 
Development) which used the example of a 
‘developed’ Asian country (Japan) and their 
1985 Equal Employment Act and the first 
law surrounding domestic violence being 
introduced in 2001. This is used to support a 
stark contrast between even ‘developed’ 
countries of the East; portraying them to be 
falling short compared to Europe and 
America, let alone less developed nations. 
 
The GED sings the praises of important 
feminist treaties and legislation, which do 
deserve credit for tackling discrimination 
against women. However, the position of the 
GED report is to provide a neutral overview of 
the global progression of women’s rights. 

I find it hard to justify how they do this with 
little to no criticism of Western failures 
regarding women. It is true that it is important 
to recognise the steps made to improve 
women’s safety, education, and employment 
opportunities and how this contrasts previous 
positions and other countries. However, is it 
not wrong to barely mention the high levels of 
domestic and sexual violence still impacting 
women in Europe today? It is estimated that 
there are roughly anything to 4,000 sexual 
trafficking victims in the UK at any one time; 
surely this should be viewed as a massive 
flaw?

The failure to mention how the UK and the 
USA are also falling short sends the 
Eurocentric message that all problems within 
these countries are irradiated. Whilst this is 
vastly acknowledged as false, it is still true 
that there is a stigma that just because the 
west is ‘more developed’ that the problems 
regarding equality are not worthy of further 
fixing. Even the word ‘developed’ implies that 
we are already done in our battle of equality 
or equity. This is simply not true. 
 



There are also internal issues with feminism in 
the West such as the dispute over ‘stay at 
home women’ and whether this limits progress 
in our society, especially the aim of having a 
50/50 workforce. In theory, the point of 
feminism is to unite a gender but this is 
impossible without devaluing the choices of 
some women. In practice, there are some 
role-reversals but the idea that women are 
instinctive carers still remains. This rhetoric 
often devalues women’s labour by ‘naturalising 
it and associating it with the norm.’ Domestic 
work is the crux that enables people to work 
and maintain their health, but people often 
criticise women for choosing to look after a 
family. On the other hand, a large portion of the 
goal of improving the social view of women is 
through increasing their social mobility by 
achieving higher positions in the corporate 
world. This is difficult because, whether or not it 
be female ‘instinct’, there is pressure either way 
to ‘get a job’ or ‘stay at home’. 
 
Additionally, I find it unfair that countries 
colonised by England are now criticised for 
the culture imposed on them by the 
‘colonisers’. Countries like India and other 
Asian countries were leaders in trade, 
education, medicine, arts, and engineering. 
This progress was halted by colonisation so, 
whilst Europe prospered, Asia was left 
stagnant. India, for example, had matrilineal 
inheritance which meant that women had 
inalienable right to family property. For the 
Victorian British, patriarchal control over 
property and women were the norm and 
this was imposed onto Asian people through 
force. Continuing with the examples of 
‘developing nations’ such as India, we see 
that many of the rights historically fought for 
by feminists in the West against men of their 
societies were achieved by the work of male 
social reformers in India. We also see that 
disputes over abortion and contraception 
that are still prevalent today were never 
opposed by religious hostility in the way that 
Christianity is often criticised for.
 

Another issue with the western benchmark of 
development is the obsession with having the 
workforce and parliament being 50% women 
as a means of empowerment which, 
although has the correct moral roots and 
intentions, fails to respond to the structures 
that will leave women still limited in their 
power. I once read an idea which compared 
this to a ‘ladies compartment of a train’ which 
stated that it is not enough to have a ladies 
compartment without first checking that the 
train isn’t heading for destruction because of 
‘intrinsically faulty engineering.’
 
Notwithstanding all this, we have come a long 
way. It is true that there are countries that 
need to catch up but we are still a country 
that needs to go further. There is an 
unconsciously biased idea that because we in 
the UK have made advances regarding 
women and how they are viewed, there is no 
need for real pressure to change and make 
further improvements that not only consist of 
government legislation, but also of 
person-to-person perspective. 
 

"there is a stigma that just because the 
west is ‘more developed’ that the 

problems regarding equality are not 
worthy of further fixing."



So I decided to give the movie “Music”, by Sia, a one-star rating, because I’m not sure zero 
star ratings exist. The film is about Zu who is a recovering addict taking care of Music, her 
half-sister on the autism spectrum. The representation, however, is awful which leads me 
to the question: is bad representation better than complete erasure?

By Rosie FD

The second star is lost for the restraint scenes in the movie. Restraint is an 
incredibly dangerous action that can be taken when an autistic person is having a 
meltdown and the character Ebo actively encourages Zu to physically climb on 
top of Music and restrain her from moving, which she proceeds to do. In California,
 a 13-year-old autistic boy died after being restrained in a meltdown and there are 
countless other examples of autistic people being injured or dying from these 
restraints. It is often by suffocation, being crushed, or just by sending them into a 
panic attack, which worsens the harm inflicted on themselves or others. Being 
restrained is also a very traumatic experience for both the person having a 
meltdown and the person restraining, so should only be used as a last resort by 
professionals who can handle the situation safely.

The third star is lost because of Sia’s response to the criticism that she justifiably 
received. When the autism community spoke up against Sia’s decision to hire an 

allistic actor, Sia immediately got very defensive. She claimed that she had originally 
hired an autistic actor, but the role was too overwhelming and overstimulating for the 

actor, so she was fired. Surely if this movie is, as Sia claims, “for autistic people”, she 
could afford to spend a portion of her 16-million-dollar budget on making 

accommodations for the actor? Apparently not, since there are multiple scenes with 
bright flashing lights and overwhelming colours and music that are quite overbearing 

for autistic people. 



Instead of listening to the autism 
community’s concerns about the movie, 
Sia responded with angry tweets saying 
things like “maybe you just aren’t a good 
actor”.

The fourth star is lost for Sia’s complete 
lack of knowledge surrounding autism 
despite having researched it for four 
years in the making of ‘Music’. In an 
interview Sia did with Variety, the 
interviewer described a non-vocal 
autistic as “an inanimate object like a 
wig”, and Sia agreed, continuing to say 
that she loved the innocence and purity 
of people with “special abilities”. This is 
blatant infantilisation of disabled people 
and stems from ableism. Disabled is not 
a bad or dirty word so why does Sia not 
use it? Instead, she decided to use 
functioning labels like “low/high 
functioning” which shouldn’t be used. 
They were originally created by Hans 
Asperger in WWII, who used the terms 
to differentiate between autistics who 
he could use to work for him and those 
who were no use, so were killed. Sia also 
collaborated with the autism hate group 
‘Autism Speaks’ which is a group that 
aims to eliminate autism and find a cure 
for a neurological disorder. She later 
claimed that she “had no idea it was a 
polarising group” yet, if she had taken 
the time to speak to a single autistic 
actor, she would know that it is widely 
hated and only 1% of their profits go 
towards autistic people.

The only star gained is for the fact this 
movie was made at all. Music wasn’t a 
white, incredibly smart, savant, autistic 
man called Shelldon, Sherlock, Shaun 
or Sam. She has a routine that she 
follows every day that is quite typical 
for autistic people, and she also hates 
change. Sia didn’t tiptoe around the 
fact that Music is autistic by hinting at 
it which is also a step in the right 
direction. Overall, I would definitely not 
recommend this movie (but if you do 
watch it, watch it on a dodgy website 
so the profits do not go to Sia).
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A perspective 
on the 
current 
Ukraine Crisis 
through a 
series of maps
 

With the situation constantly changing, it’s difficult to 
keep track of what’s going on so I thought I’d do an 

entry giving you all a brief rundown in case you were 
looking for a bit more explanation… the only twist 

being its in the more digestible format of maps! 

The geography and history of Ukraine and its position 
in relation to Russia is vital to understanding why 

Putin has acted the way he has, so I hope you find 
this useful and it gives you an interesting new 

perspective on what’s going on at the moment…

Ukraine’s position in 
Europe as of 2022

Ukraine as 
a satellite 
state of the 
USSR up 
until 1991
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